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to grasp but the fifth sixth and seventh despite
flaws contain some of his most awe inspiring con
ceptioas The second and third both of which
use soloists and chorus are revolutionary in lay
out and concept they both try inevitably with
out complete success to carry out the composer s
dictum a symphony should be lite the world—
it must contain everything The eighth is even
more gargantuan but as in all Mahler s work size
does not mean loss of clarity or an overloading of
*he structure Part one—a mighty choral invoca
tion—is a visionary Betting of the mediaeval hymn
Veni Creator Stnrtlus Part two which incor
poratea adagio scherzo and finale m one is a
setting of the final scene of Goethe s Faust
Umil recently all of Mahler s unfinished tenth
symphony tint was ever performed was the
Adagio but the musicologist and Mahler scholar
Deryck. Cooke has recently completed the srm
phony to critical and popular acclaim and. thus
added a noble and also optimistic epilogue to the
Mahler opus The debate over the quality of
Mahler s music is likely to continue one fact
however that cannot be gain said is his popularity
with an ever increasing audience many of them
young people There must be something in his
uncertainty and intense self mamry that accords
with the mood of today
Schoenberg and the Second Vienne e School
Arnold Schoenberg (lS74-19ol) revolutionised
"Western music by his twelve note theory—a
bystem which uses all the notes of the chromatic
scale and denies the supremacy of a tonal
centre as Schoenberg himself puts it This semi
iechnidue of composition as it is commonly called
naturaDy sounds strange to an ear acclimatised to
music written as it were, with a home base but
Schoenberg and his dibciples Berg and Webern
showed that the system could produce works that
were something more than mere intellectual
txercises None of the more recent advances in
music -would have been possible even thinkable
without Schoenbere s pioneer work
Schoenberg always regarded himself as much as
a composer as a theorist or teacher and his works
are supposed to appeal as much to the emotions
as to the intellect although to be understood they
do of course require the listener s concentrated
attention To appreciate how his ideas developed
it is necessary to hear first his pre atonal music
fnich as the Gurrelieder (1900-1) and VerJd&rte
yacht (1899) in which he carried, Wagnenan
chromaticism to extreme lengths The Oune
lieder in particular is a luxuriant overblown
work that shows the Wagnenan idiom in an
advanced stage of decay inspite of many beautiful
pages of music In his succeeding works the
feeling of tonality began, to disappear until in the
Three Piano Pieces (opus 11) of 1909 he finally
rejected tonahty although the new 12 notescheme
is not yet evident traces of the old order can still
be heard The succeeding works were mostly
<aort highly compressed and very expressive
Schoenberg was reaching out for a new system
which would justify the dissonant character of
these harmonies and determine their successions
By 1923 he had formulated his 12 note system and
the Jive Piano Pieces (opus 28) and the Serenade
f opus 24) of that year can thus be considered the
first "works that need a note row as the funda
mental basis of their composition. Between 1910
and 1915 however the Russian composer Alex
ander Scriabin (1872-1915) had attempted to
define a new method of composition of his own
employing the mystic chord of ascending
fourths but his scheme proved comparatively
aborMvewheneomparedwithSchoenberg's Josef
Bauer (1883-1959) also developed a 12 note
system which he propounded m 1919 and he
always considered himself rather than Schoenberg
as the true founder of the system. He later
worked out a system of tropes (t e half-series of
six notes)
To return to Schoenberg in later works he shows
much more freedom and assurance in the use of
Ms system. The wind quintet (1924) the varla
tions for orchestra, opus 81 (1927-8) the third
(1926) and fourth <193$) string quartets and the
 string trio (1946) are modern classics of their kind
they require concentrated listening and a degree
of understanding of the unfamiliar style of com
position The set of songs with piano Das SwcTj
der hSmgendeti O&rten (opus 15) written in 1908
Pierrot Lunaire opus 21 (1912) and the Pour
Songs opus 22 (1913-14) provide a land of bridge
between tonality and atonality that the adven
turous mind should cross The monodrama
Erwartwng (1909) is another fascinating work but
perhaps the unfinished Moses and Aaron (1932) is
Schoenberg s masterpiece as its production at
Covent Garden in 1965 showed Here for certain
the composer niatehed his obvious intellectual
capacities with an evident emotional content and
managed to combine Sprecheesano (speech song)
and singing with a real degree of success
It is only in recent years that Schoenberg s
music has had a real chance to make its mark
through the essential prerequisite of frequent
performance If his idiom now seems approach
able and a reasonably natural outcome of late
19th cent developments it is perhaps because
other more recent composers have extended the
boundaries of sound much further
Schoenberg s tvo most respected disciples were
Anton Webern (1883-1945) and Alban Berg (1885-
1935) Webern s output is small reaching only
to opus 31 and many of his works are very brief
They are exquisitely precise and delicate almost
to a fault He was trying to distil the essence of
each note and in so doing earned the 12 note
system to its most extreme and cerebral limit
His music has often been described as pointilhst
in the sense that one note is entirely separated
from the next there being little discernible
melody Beyond Webern s music there is indeed
the sound of nothingness and he was rightly
described during his lifetime as the composer of
the manissimo espressivo In his later works
"Webern tended towards a strict and often in
genious use of form and the Variations for Orches
tra of 1940 are a good example of this and of his
delicacy of orchestration Webern s influence has
perhaps been greater than the impact of bis own
music even though he has had no direct successor
Bergs music is much more accessible Like
Webern his total output was not large but nearly
all his works are substantial additions to the
repertory He is also the drrectest link between
Mahler and the second Viennese School as Mah
ler s music influenced him strongly He studied
•with Schoenberg from 1904 to 1910 His music is
more intense more lyrical and less attenuated in
sound than Schoenberg s or Webems His
humanity and abiding compassion can be heard
most strongly in his finest opera Wozeeck (1925)
and his violin concerto (1985) written as an elegy
on the death of Manon Gropius a beautiful 18
year old girl Both works are very carefully
designed yet formal considerations are never
allowed to submerge feeling and the note row is
fully integrated into the structure
Both Woeaeck and the unfinished but rewarding
zk?« are concerned with society's outcasts who
are treated with great tenderness to both operas
The later work Is entirely dodecaphonic all the
opera s episodes being based on a theme associated
with Lulu Between these operas Berg wrote the
highly complex Chamber Concerto for piano
violin, and thirteen wind instruments (1925) and
the expressive Lync Suite (1926) Among his
early works the Seven Early Songs (1908-9) and
the concert ana Der Wenn (1929) are notable
Stravinsky
Igor Stravinsky (b 1882) is another vital figure
in 20th-cent music If his influence has been in
quite another and perhaps less drastic direction
than Schoenberg's it is hardly less important
Indeed future musical historians may consider
his achievement the more significant He has
been compared with the painter Picasso in his
almost hectic desire to keep up with the times yet
although he has written in a number of very
different styles durmg the pact fifty years every
•work, of his is stamped with his own definitive

